
 
Eighty of Indiana’s top girls high school basketball 
prospects participated in the invitation only IGBRR All-
Indiana Showcase on Sunday August 18th at Triton Central 
High School. The showcase included players from four 
different classes (14) 2020s, (32) 2021s, (21) 2022s, (13) 
2023s. The underclass included most of the Top 30 
prospects within their classes. The uncommitted 2020 
class included 14 of the class’s top 100 players that played 
in front of NAIA/D3 college coaches that were recruiting 
them.  

 

The event started with an hour of station work. The participants rotated between four station including several skill 
training stations and a sports performance workout. The next three hours of the event included three 40 minute 
running clock games from each squad. The showcase teams were coached by some of the top trainers in Indiana. The 
event concluded with the naming of the All-Indiana Showcase Team as voted by the event’s coaches and evaluators. 
Team rosters, participant list, and games archive of Court 3 & 4 action are all available at IGBRR.COM and IGBRR TV 
YouTube Channel. For additional coverage follow the Twitter hash tag #AIS19. Following are just a few of the highlight 
throughout the event.  
 

 

 

 
 



2019 ALL-INDIANA SHOWCASE TEAM 

 
As selected by the showcase coaches & evaluators: L/R –  21’ A.Wiggins (Heritage Christian), 21’ H.Knoll (Angola), 23’ A.Shade 

(Noblesville), 23’ K.Morgan (BNL), 22’ T.Welch (North Central), 21’ M.Newman (North Central), 21’ V.Shafford (Linton-Stockton), 
22’ M.Montgomery (Southridge), 21’ J.Smith (Lawrence North), 21’ C.Blakely(Bishop Noll)  

 

 



Team Maroon 3-0 

 
L/R-20’ I.Claywell (Eastern Pekin), 22’ T.Maggio (McCutcheon), 22’ M.Hinshaw (HSE), 21’ M.Newman (North Central),  

20’ M.Kemp (Martinsville), 22’ K.Greiwe (Columbus East), 21’ V.Shafford (Linton Stockton),  
21’ Z.Rasheed (Bishop Chatard), 23’ N.Foster (Mishawaka Marian) 

 
Team Purple 3-0 

 

Front row L/R- 21’ J.Nutley (Madison), 22’ A.Saunders (North Harrison), 22’ A.Madden ( BRV), 23’ M.Stock (Homestead),  
21’ C.Blakely (Bishop Noll), Back L/R – R.Stephens (Triton Central), 20’ P.Gregory (Moresville),  

21’ J.Smith (Lawrence North), 23’ L.Hull (Zionsville), 21’ L.Frasure (North Judson) 
 



 

 

Krystin Bond   5’8 G South Dearborn 

Krystin played with a lot of heart playing through an injury and some pain. She can 
stroke it from deep and can get hot in a hurry. Mixed it up on both ends competing for 
boards and loose balls. Does a good job defensively keeping her girl in front of her and 
closes out hard with a hand in the face, good position off the ball and does a good job 
in help side. Has an overall good feel for the game on both ends. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ava Henson   5’8 G Westfield 
 
A good athlete that has always excelled on the defensive end, creating pressure and 
turnovers. However, her offensive game is evolving and is starting to become 
consistent and explosive in the half court. Fairly versatile on both ends with the ability 
to handle and attack the basket, rebound from the backcourt, and defend multiple 
spots.  
 
 
 
 



Riley Stephens   5’10 W Triton Central 
 
Athletic and versatile with the ability to make plays from anywhere on the floor. 
Capable of hitting the three, excels in the mid-range game and can finish at the basket 
with length. Rebounds the ball on both ends, tracks down loose balls, and gets her 
hands in passing lanes and on balls defensively. Showed a consistent ability to get 
shots of in tight spots with agility and length.     
 
 
 
 

 
 
Audrey Strawsma  5’11 F Benton Central 
 
Audrey has had herself a great 2019, starting with leading her team to the state title 
game and following that up with a good showing at the IBCA Showcase and a fantastic 
day at AIS. Hard to figure how she came into AIS without any offers. She showed she 
belonged among Indiana’s elite, including a 20 point game. A bit undersize on the 
frontline but has the athleticism and instincts that allow her to play bigger than her size. 
She does all the little things that might go unnoticed. Mostly plays from the mid to low 
post but shows comfort handling the ball on the perimeter and has good form on 
perimeter jumper. Shows a good motor and nose for the ball. Has good feet and hands 
and the agility to create space against bigger post defenders.  
 

 

 
 



Courtney Blakely  5’7 G Bishop Noll 
Showcased her athleticism and playmaking ability. She made plays all over the court 
throughout the day. Excellent ball handler, phenomenal court vision, and even better 
passer. High IQ decision maker from the point. Plays tough and through contact, able 
to finish around the rim in traffic. Showed nice perimeter stroke as well. Selected to the 
All-Showcase Team.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Katie Burton   5’9 G Fishers 
 
High level athlete with skill. Has the ability to create her own shot at any level. 
Explosive step, elevates and agility to get shots off in traffic. Capable of hitting open 
jumpers out to the three line or convert with athleticism on her way to the basket. Good 
instincts on both ends with energy and competitive drive. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Nakaih Hunter   5’11 F North Central 

Elevates and gets off her feet quick in the post. Comfortable handling the ball in the full 
court, taking the ball coast to coast on rebounds. Finished strong inside, working hard 
for position and showing strength at the basket. Rebounds well on both ends of the 
floor. Showed solid stroke from 10’-15. She looks to make plays and attack the basket.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sydney Jaynes   6’3 F Trinity Lutheran 
 
Size, strength and skill set make her a very difficult matchup. Big strong post frame but 
comfortable with the ball anywhere on the floor and has the ability to attack the basket 
from the perimeter or post up opponents. Rebounds at a high level on both ends, 
strong post defender and users her physical attributes to create advantages. Quickly 
becoming one of the most coveted prospects in the 21’ class. 
 
 
 
 



Hana Knoll   5’7 G Angola 
 
Great handle and court vision. Finishes well with either hand around the basket. Really 
nice stroke with deep range. Glides around the court with the ball making plays. Has a 
variety of runners and floaters in the midrange. Good instincts on the defensive end. 
Steady and reliable with the ball in her hands, commands the floor and controls tempo. 
Selected to the All-Showcase Team.  
 
 
 
 
 
Meg Newman   6’3 F North Central 
 
Meg was dominate throughout the day. A near impossible matchup with her size, 
strength and backcourt skill set. Has the ability to score it at all levels but really 
excelled from the mid post where her size, athleticism and agility gives her the ability to 
create quality shots at will.  Rebounds it at a high level and can go through guards and 
finish against post in the full court. The hottest prospect in Indiana right now. Selected 
to the All-Showcase Team.  
 
 
 
 

 
Tenleigh Phelps  5’10 W Triton Central 
 
A tough matchup with her combination of skill and strong frame. Can score it all levels 
but at her best being physical, punishing defenders on her way to the basket. Finishes 
at a high level against contact and gets to the free throw line. Has good instincts on 
both ends, rebounds and showcases a versatile game with ability to play and defend 
multiple spots.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Vanessa Shafford  5’9 G Linton Stockton 
 
One of the elite shooters in the class, with a killer mid-range game.  Can handle when 
needed and able to beat defenders on the bounce and finds open teammates while on 
the move. A smooth, consistent and reliable offensive skill set. Rebounds well from her 
position at both ends of the floor, has a nose for the ball, and high bball IQ that gets her 
in the right spots. Selected to the All-Showcase Team. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Jayla Smith   5’10 G Lawrence North  
 
Long athletic guard with high level skill set. Can handle, sees the court and has deep 
range on the 3 ball. Operates well in the open court with ability to find teammates while 
on the move or finish going to the rim with her length and athleticism. Good instincts on 
the defensive end. Has become a high level shooter that can knock them down in 
bunches. Selected to the All-Showcase Team. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ari Wiggins    5’8 G Heritage Christian 
 
Absolutely electric in the open court. High level handle with instincts, athleticism and 
skill set to score at all levels. Continues to get better and smoother, especially as a 
jump shooter. Has become a consistent jump shooter and can hit a variety of shots 
from the perimeter off the bounce. Great playmaker, reads the defense quickly when 
moving downhill and makes the right decision. An excellent defender who is constantly 
disrupting the opponent’s offensive flow. Selected to the All-Showcase Team.  
 

 



Mia Montgomery  6’0 G Southridge 

Long fluid guard/wing that can score it in a variety of ways. Showed ability to handle it 
from the backcourt, knock down the open three and score it with length going to the 
basket. Defends multiple spots with length, rebounds her area and makes good 
decisions with the ball. As she adds additional strength she will become an even more 
difficult matchup with her size and skill set. Selected to the All-Showcase Team.  

 

 

 

Olivia Smith   5’5 PG Fort Wayne Southside 

Ball of energy with a skilled and creative game from the point. High level handle, good 
court vision, and makes good reads going to the basket. Ability to knock down open 
shots out to the 3 point line and has the agility to gets shots off at the basket. High level 
on ball defender that will make you earn every inch of the floor. Good athlete that 
makes plays on both ends. 

 

 

 
 

Kynidi Striverson  5’7 G Silver Creek 

A recent transfer from Male High School in Louisville. High level athlete that is a 
playmaker going to the basket. Has the ability to hit the open jumper out to the three 
line. Quick step with ability to setup teammates while on the move. Good hands and 
feet with anticipation on the defensive end.  

 

 

 

 

 

Tanyuel Welch   5’6 G North Central 
 
Absolute speedster, pushes the ball in transition and is able to put tons of pressure on 
the D. Able to break her defender down off the dribble and blow by them. Given her 
size she does a great job of playing in space and creates angles for shots around the 
basket, even in traffic. A terrific playmaker, she is always putting teammates in position 
for easy buckets. Scored it at a high level throughout the day as well. Selected to the 
All-Showcase Team. 
 

 



 
 

Nevaeh Foster   5’8 G Mishawaka Marian 
 
Always on the attack with the ball putting pressure on the defense. Capable shooter 
but at her best making plays going to the basket. Good handle, aggressive mindset, 
with a good motor. Quick step, can play through contact and the agility to create shots 
in traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
Laila Hull    6’0 F Zionsville 
 
Long versatile forward. Capable of operating at the basket with length and athleticism 
or comfortable with the ball from the wing and will knock down the open 3. Rebounds 
on both ends and can defend multiple spot with size and athleticism. Capable of taking 
the ball off the rim and going coast to coast.  
 
 
 
 
 



Karsyn Norman  5’6 G Bedford North Lawrence 
 
Really shined throughout the event. High IQ, plays with energy and makes solid 
decisions with the ball. Makes tough shots look easy and has a variety of shots going 
downhill to the basket. Good shooter from the outside. Great handle and good court 
vision, willing passer who sets up teammates. Played with confidence and poise 
among Indiana’s elite. Selected to the All-Showcase Team.  
 
 
 
 

 
Ashlynn Shade   5’9 G Noblesville 
 
Ashylnn, our top rated incoming frosh, fit in like a veteran. Consistent shot from all 
over, able to hit fade-aways off the dribble from mid-range, can’t give her an inch 
anywhere. Makes tough layups look easy with either hand. Great handle and court 
vision. High IQ. Extremely tough to guard one on one because she can beat you in so 
many ways. Great defender, both on and off the ball with high motor. Selected to the 
All-Showcase Team.  
 
 
 
 

 
 


